Recovery Curriculum – Phase 2 - the transition…
Information for after half term
1.
Parents Evening – ZS
2.
Catch up premium - ZS
3.
Staff wellbeing - ZS
4.
PPA and release timetable- ZS/EN
5.
Lunchtime/timings of the day -ZS/EN/DH
6.
Blended learning – an expectation in the classroom – EH
7.
Remote learning – a 2 tier approach to learning – EN/DH
8.
Possible scenarios relating to the COVID risk - ZS
Information for data point
9.
Data point 1 – inputting data -EN
10.
Moderation around data point 1- EN
Information for AFTER data point - DRAFT
11.
English beyond recovery – LB/AG/ZS
12.
Maths beyond recovery – DH
13.
Curriculum beyond recovery – JH/SH/ZS
14.
Physical and Mental wellbeing – a year long recovery CI/EN/AE/DH
15.
Strategic action plan for ‘lost learning’ in foundation subjects
16.
Timetables after DP1
17.
Staffing bubbles after DP1

To be provided by 30.10.20

STILL DRAFT – WILL BE CHANGED AND
CONFRIMED BY 30.10.20. YOU SHOULD
NOT BE COMPLETING PLANNING FOR
BEYOND DATA POINT WITHOUT DOING
YOUR DATA DROP TO INFORM YOUR NEXT
STEPS

1. Parents Evening
What
When
By whom

Parents evening changed format for staff wellbeing and safety
Over 5 weeks
ZS/ SP invitations/ teachers

Class release to
complete parents’
evenings via team
Set up

Format of the call
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Teacher to find a quiet space with headphones to complete the afternoon. This can be completed from home if you can get home in half an
hour from handing over after lunch for your own lunch. Teacher to prepare based on the information below that they will discuss. Non
engagement names pre summer were shared by Zoe in email – some have engaged since so tailor your conversation on this.
Set up will be completed by Sima on your behalf. Parents will be allocated a timeslot via email and these will go into your personal calendar.
You will click the link to ignite the meeting. Please try and stick to time. To ensure full attendance, please put a list of children’s names and
their times on your Dojo thread. You can tell parents that these are being randomly allocated by the office and you unfortunately on this
occasion cannot change this and you hope that their work can be flexible to allow a 15 minute break to take the call.
Hi, it is….XX your child’s class teacher. Can you hear and see me ok? Do you have any questions for me so that I can make sure that I answer
them throughout the meeting.
Remote and blended learning is very important. Thank you for your engagement / Thank you for your engagement before summer/ thank you
for your engagement since the summer/ I have been alerted from the previous teacher that you had difficulties engaging in lockdown – talk to
me about this and let me help you (Non engagement panel updated prior to conversation – is it still an issue??)
T- Initial observations in school have shown…. Character/wellbeing/vulnerability index and progress since. (VI – assessment showed that there
needed some intensive work in reading to ensure your child meets their end of year targets….. we are doing this by ‘so what grid’)
T – EYFS - Initial observations in school have shown….(prime areas linked with baseline)
School priorities are around reading and maths… you can support us by….. Are you managing to spend time reading, doing homework,
timetables rockstars? How are you finding class dojo? Do you need any help?
How are you finding things at the moment, is child enjoying school and how was lockdown for you and the family?

Mon 1-4pm
Week beginning
October
PPA Week A

26th

Week beginning 2nd
November
PPA Week B

Amy Sarla
Amanda Leah
Jem- Aisha

Tues 1-4pm

Weds 1-4pm
Emma- Liesl
Roshni Sarla
Rachel- Emma
Abi-Daxa

Thurs 1-4pm
Jalpa- Daxa
Aakifah- Rema
Bhavna- Sarla

Friday 1-4pm

Aakifah- Rema
Jalpa- Daxa
Jem- Emma
Glesni Leah

Saffron- Daxa
Roshni SarlaLouise- Emma
Amanda Leah

Week beginning 9th
November
PPA Week A

Week beginning 16th
November
PPA Week B

Week beginning 23rd
November
PPA Week A

Mon 1-4pm
Alisha- Rema
Saffron- Daxa
Emma Liesl
Louise- Emma
Haylie- Sumaiyyah
Glesni -Leah
Jo Vanessa

Tues 1-4pm

Weds 1-4pm
Saffron- Daxa/Tausif/Abi
Emma-Liesl
Tom- Leah
Amy- Sarla
Toni- Emma
Louise-Haylie

Thurs 1-4pm
Tausif- Daxa
Sarla- Sophie
Toni- Emma
Sumaiyyah- Haylie-clash
Tom Leah
Priya Vanessa

Alisha- Rema
Bhavna SarlaAdam- Trish
Tom LeahPriya- Vanessa
Harsha- Rema
Amy – Phonics - Nikisha

Bhava-Sarla 1-2
Roshni- Sarla 2:15-3:15

Jo- Vanessa

Amy – Phonics - Nikisha

Amy – Phonics - Nikisha

Abi- Daxa
Rachel- Emma
Lauren- Trish
Jade HayliePoppy LeahHarsha- Rema
Amy – Phonics - Nikisha

This has been sent to parents along with this email:
This week you will receive an email from TEAMS with a
scheduled appointment. DO NOT accept or decline as this will
allow this invitation to happily sit in your inbox for your
reference. (If you accept it disappears). If you are unable to
attend your appointment, please drop a courtesy message to
the teacher on Dojo. Please remember that we will be unable to
reschedule on this occasion so please try hard to meet your 15
minute window that you will be allocated.

Friday 1-4pm
Tausif- Daxa
Amy Sarla
Toni- Emma 1-2
Rachel- Emma 2-3
Lauren- Trish
Jade HayliePoppy LeahPriya Vanessa
Adam- Trish
Jo Vanessa
Sophie-Nikisha

Amy – Phonics - Nikisha

2. Catch up premium
What
When
By whom

Allocation to school for Catch up post COVID
To be spent in 2020-21
ZS
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1. Summary information
Total premium

£49,520

Number of disadvantaged pupils

2. Identified priorities (groups and/or year groups)
1

Loss of learning and missed opportunities in Year 1 and 2 to gain foundations in early English leading to gaps in phonetical understanding, impacting on early reading.(SIP target 5)
Responding to data on the vulnerability index scale across year 2-5 to allow children to achieve their potential.

2

Increase in safeguarding needs and family anxiety as a result of COVID-19 and a strategy is required to ensure that pupils are accessing the school offer (SIP target 1)

3

Pupils physical and mental wellbeing has been affected by the extended Leicester lockdown (SIP target 4)

3. Selection of interventions
Refer to: https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Publications/Covid-19_Resources/Covid-19_support_guide_for_schools.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools#section-3-curriculum-behaviour-and-pastoral-support
Information on National Tutoring Programme
‘Additional, targeted support for those children and young people who are disadvantaged or in vulnerable groups’
Refer to: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-catch-up-premium#five
https://nationaltutoring.org.uk/ntp-tuition-partners
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/covid-19-resources/neli/

1.

Phonics and Early
Reading

All classes to have an additional adult to facilitate the class whilst the teacher focuses on Early reading and phonics (staffing)
HLTA daily interventions with early reading and phonics (staffing)
Continuous provision approach to learning across whole infant school to develop oracy and allow a focus on early reading and phonics (resources, classroom set up, timetabling)
Additional teacher providing targeted support for 2-3 year groups to close the COVID gap

2.

Family Support
and technology for
remote learning

During lockdown school appointed a FSW. This FSW was employed on a 25 hour contract. This will temporarily be increased to 32.5 hours to meet the incoming needs and raise attendance. She will
also do small group work on school anxiety and bereavement for those identified on the vulnerability index scale as being affected.
For those that are accessing learning from home, for technology to not be a limiting factor.

3.

Pupils physical and
mental wellbeing

Initial assessments of pupils physical wellbeing suggests that there is a significant reduction in core strength and co-ordination. Obesity data prior to lockdown showed an alarming rise as pupils
got older of becoming obese. This is now accelerated due to the lack of exercise during lockdown.

4.Planned expenditure 2020-21
Objective

Chosen action / approach

Cost

To ensure the impact of staggered
lunches due to safety RA are is not
felt on learning

Reduce HLTA lunch duties and employ more MDS to allow maximum
intervention time whilst still allowing teachers 45 minute lunch break.

Additional MDS and increase in hours
for existing MDS £2951.26

Year 1 TA – AE class– ensuring all year 1 teachers have a TA to focus on
phonics. Year 2 TA – would release sports coaches. Creating 2xFT TAs
and 2X 2.5 TAs releasing the HLTA to complete high level
interventions.

Additional TA in year 1 and 2 with
phonics and BRP focus –£13901.33 x 2 =
£27802.66

To close the identified gap in
phonics and early reading for
children in Yr1,2,3.
Short term reduction in class sizes,
upskilling of teachers through
sharing good practice, providing
targeted small teaching group
support for those identified though
the VI data

Due to early return of maternity leave teacher, reallocating teaching
capacity to include a ‘booster teacher’ do a data led focus. This focus
will be in Year 3 from DP1-DP2 and be data led in either year 2 and or
yr5 from DP2-DP3.

To ensure that parent and child
mental health is not a barrier to
learning

Family Support to ensure that all children well enough to access
school, have good attendance. Increasing hours leads to amount o
anxiety and wellbeing workshops she can complete in the school day
in response to the increased need due to COVID.

Additional hours for the remainder of
this year to 32.5 hr contract= £5058.52

The remote learning offer provided
by the school to be accessible to all
and technology to be no barrier in
this

Pupils’ access to technology has been an important factor affecting the
extent to which they can learn effectively at home. In particular, lack
of access to technology has been a barrier for many disadvantaged
children.

School budget investment – 35 chrome
books = £6762

Outcome

Impact

School budget

A teacher shielding at 28 weeks maternity will provide targeted ‘virtual
intervention teaching’ for small groups of PP children in years 4 and 5.

Further investment with this funding- 35
chrome books = £6762

For pupils physical and mental
wellbeing to improve to levels prior
to lockdown

Above staffing releases sports coaches.

Total

£53,163.95

Temporary extension of TLR2A 0.5for AE
alongside KN to support drive for
improved health - £1005.55

Timetables of the ‘boosting teacher’ and ‘virtual intervention’ teacher will follow in the coming weeks ready for after data point for the
boosting teaching and after 6th Dec for the virtual intervention teacher.

3. Staff wellbeing and workload
What

When
By whom

We aspire for all staff to feel heard and supported during this difficult time. We completed a staff survey 6
weeks after the introduction of new RA measures to see what we could do to ensure staff felt safe, connected
and supported
Responsive. Will be completed again in preparation for Data point 2
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ZS, DH, EN

Risk factors to wellbeing
Parents not following 2 m distance and
coming into staff space
Parents not following timings
Those classes dismissed from the
playground

Families mixing inside homes with other
families – people not following rules.
Opinions of others on mixing.

Protective factors put into place by school
Staggered starts
1 way system
Have PPE
Advice for parents wearing PPE
Messages to parents on Dojo about how to contact
parents
SLT modelling the ‘lets carry on this conversation
over the phone’ where staff have asked
Governors twitter about masks
Email guidance to staff
Assembly to all staff to share guidance
Dojo messages from P to parents
Message on newsletter

SLT discussion
Discussion about timings and any
measures we can put into place.
Impact is on social distancing with other
parents- staggered start to remain as risk
minimal

Understand the concern. Discussion
about not knowing the rules and some
misunderstanding of pupils and staff that
live in different areas.

Actions – further protective actions
Script for staff emailed- staff to feel
empowered to find a different way to have
the conversation.

When
ASAP- EN

Ask Academy Council to send a letter to
parents

ASAP- ZS

Zoe to share Leicester LAW again and
provide a script for staff about is member
of staff has done the wrong thing.

ASAP- ZS

What happens to your family if you are
isolated.

ASAP- ZS

Discussion about Leicestershire and
Oadby/Wigston rules
SEN and vulnerable children – distance
Staff covering in Reception classes
Younger children and not
understanding bubbles
Sand and water

SEN leader protective measures
PPE
Risk assessments
Screens
Risk assessments around play equipment

Parents and Dojo

Handbook states the expectations on this
Zoe has sent a Dojo message about this to parents

Marking safely and outside of the
lesson

Advice about using PPA differently + extended PPA
given
Expectations of amounts of marking decreased
Lengthened the day on Tues, Weds, Thurs – in early
response to this
School is open early in the morning to assist this

PPE and Inclusion leader advice
Discussion around safety and reducing
risk
Follow up conversations about safety of
play equipment from EH
Simple quick fix- done before SLT

When big writes fall?
Flexible working – books home reduced
English policy change has impacted on
marking time
PPA doesn’t always fall at the right time.

Natalie continue support on this

ASAP- ZS
Ongoing

Emma to clarify any questions about sand
and water

Quiet time email sent to parents Staff
shown how to turn off notifications
between 6pm and 7am.
Adjustment to the RA to incorporate safety
measures around taking books home
following a BIG write. Once in a 10 day
cycle.

DONE - ZS

Adjusted in
the RA by PD
ASAP

Shorter lunches for teachers meaning
less time to be responsive in the school
day to arising issues
Phase leaders not being able to
complete restorative conversations or
phase check ins

30 minutes reflected in directed hours to show
teachers that they are not being over directed

Can we get 45mins? this would be
sufficient as limited access to classroom
in this time.

An attempt to keep lunches with others to facilitate
connection with others

Short afternoons- finding it hard to fit in
learning

It took over 1 hour to figure this out with
staffing and cover and MDS. Additional
costs of MDS measured against this
request. MDS budget cost to be taken
from resources as this is correct this year.

Toilet breaks

Infants have adults mainly so junior issue.

Emails and increased communication
due to COVID and less face to face
chances to talk.

Handbook – don’t expect a reply straight away.
Someone will speak to you face to face if it is urgent.
Phase leaders email reminding to turn off emails in
the day whilst teaching.
Handbook – expectations on timings of email- not
late night
Email about how to delay an email so it doesn’t land
late at night.
COVID and RA emails are more frequent and this is
different and cannot change.

It is reality – less face to face time and
more ‘responsive’ messages required
about RA and Covid. Some find the
communication a protective factor and
appreciate this.
ZS time to compile emails not realisticadds pressure trying to pull them
together for a business meeting. This
would temporarily replace BM.

Lunches now 45 minutes for teachers and 1
hour for leaders to respond to phase issues.
When teacher returns to class – learning
begins. This adds 15 minutes learning time
back into the afternoon.
TAs lunches 30 minutes.

Junior – be creative with TA and other year
group adults to cover from the corridor, we
understand this will happen. Ring Dan or
Ellie if no body else to corridor hover!
If you have a group/allstaff email to send –
it goes to Eden by Thursday midday not
sent out mid week. On a Friday, by midday,
Eden to send newsletter and a weekly
collation of all emails as a weekly overview.

Start after half
term

Ellie and Dan
will share this
document for
their buildings
when
complete and
brief MDS
about changes
ASAP

Guidance to
staff – start
after half
term.

Responsive emails from leaders will still
have to occur.
School will be open until 4.30pm on a
Monday to digest this, if you want to stay to
do this.

After half
term.

TAs to liaise with the teachers on Friday
afternoon to take 30 minutes to read and
respond to emails.
HLTA/CS to use the ‘business meeting time’
to check emails out of school and not in
class time.
Meetings

Extended opening on a Monday
Tuesday every week Year group time
Wednesday meeting every week.
Friday – leave by 3.30
Meetings also keep us connected – was recognised
by some as a protective factor.

Parents evening been moved into school day
Business meeting removed and replaced with weekly email bulletin from Eden on a
Friday. Support staff given time to read and respond to emails. (temporary change)
Phase meetings face to face – every other Weds
Wear visor at all times
Window open
2m distance
Wipe at start and end

More info coming
– ZS
After half term

After half term

After half term

CPD – remotely – ‘be more panto’ – every other Weds
SLT – Tuesday working lunch and SLT focus day every 3 weeks.
Staff who friends in other
bubbles/other TMET schools – no wider
network and the stress of this
Loneliness/on own/lack of connection

Lunches/meetings/meeting in year groups in classes
with PPE/treats
My assemblies
Return to work wellbeing meetings
Leader check ins- informal
Leader check ins – formal
This survey and more check ins throughout the year

All feeling this. Many have friends in
TMET that we are missing having
connections with. Feelings of unfairness.
ZS talked about conversations she has
had with HR to see if any allowances can
be made. We all know this is hard, we
don’t really agree with it as they are
friends more than colleagues, but we
don’t want to put the school and children
at risk

PPA

Longer PPA – but not together

With PPA at home, reduction in spaces needed

Year group time together

Morning PPA longer.

Leaders and NQTs have release in school
Emma- PPA room – Alisha (NQT)
Amy – PPA room - Nikisha (NQT)
Lauren – PPA room – Glesni (NQT)
Jo – PPA room -Adam (NQT)
PPA – junior 3rd space – Ellie to talk to Carl – Aisha (NQT)
Natalie – own room

Pressures on leaders greater than
normal

Staffroom
Microwaves
Children’s centre drab

Safe space provided for all –
2m/well ventatlised/ cleaning
equipment for your space
Clear communication of RA

‘Friday pub/starbucks’ in the hall. The only
reason you can stay on Friday is to have a
cuppa and a chat with friends!

Bootcamp Monday/Walking and running
Monday? Yoga online??

Teachers to have a day a fortnight PPA
offsite and (remotely accessing CPD/year
group discussions on these days – but all
arranged to not fall Weds)
Business meeting via email giving Tues after
school to year group discussion time.

NR seeking to
arrange Friday
“connection”
space from 3.304.45- all welcome
EH to seek
opinion on a
physical wellbeing
Monday club after
school shuts at 4 all welcome
EN/IA to relook at
PPA room
furniture and
layout to get 3
safe work spaces
EN to discuss
changes with
HLTA/CS before
sharing the
timetable

Leaders a day a week onsite
NQTs a day week onsite
Change in PPA to 1 day a fortnight for wellbeing, time
Onsite cover is from after registration until
management and release ‘days’ for additional sickness cover.
site security at the end of the day. No
return to class for lunch cover.
Ch centre is drab – possible
Junior staffroom reintroduced but cupboards taped off and
EN/IA
knocked about from Oct
furniture moved– Ellie to work with Ian to reintroduce ready
DH/CD
half term, so different plan
for after half term
CD/IA movement and tidying of
anyway.
Infant staffroom moved to DT room. DT room cleaned after
spaces.
Microwave/kettle/teaspoon Breakfast Club. Chairs socially distanced and clear amount of
CC can come off cleaning rota
discussion
people allowed on the kitchen area sign– Dan to work with Carl after half term.
Junior staffroom discussion
Both have access to microwave.
Both MUST have doors and windows open

4. PPA and cover
What
When
By whom

M

T

W

Th

F

A day a fortnight offsite will allow teachers time and space to remain well and on top of their workload. This
model will also gve extra capacity for sickness absence as cover sits within days rather than half days.
To be reviewed at next data point. Likely to last whole year.
ZS/EN

Week 1

Week 2

HLTA hours used over 2 weeks – 20hrs

Available
hours
0

Available
days

Y3 Jem – Emma (Trish)
Y1 Abi – Daxa
Y4 Jade – Haylie
Claire – own time AM

Emma – 32.5hrs/28hrs
(additional hrs + claim 4.5 hours)

Y5 Tom - Leah
Y1 Jalpa – Daxa
Amy – Nikisha
Emma – Liesl
Lauren – Haylie
Jo – Claire (VM after
06.12)

Y3 Louise – Emma
(Trish)
Y1 Tausif – Daxa
Y6 Priya – Claire
(VM after 06.12)
Y4 Jade - Haylie
Y5 Amanda - Leah
Y1 Saffron – Daxa
Amy – Nikisha
Emma – Liesl
Lauren – Haylie
Jo – Claire (VM
after 06.12)

Daxa

NA

Wed, Thurs,
Friday- Year 1
LUNCHES

Haylie – 26 hrs/20hours
(claim 6 hours)

0

Weds, Thur,
Fri Lunch pair
with Trish

YR Alisha – Rema
Y4B Adam – Trish
Y5 Glesni – Vanessa
Natalie AM- Claire (EN
after 06.12)

YR Alisha – Rema
Y4B Adam – Trish
Y5 Glesni - Vanessa
Natalie AM – Claire
(EN after 06.12)

Leah – 20.5hrs/20hrs (1hr claim per
month)
Trish – 19.5hrs/20hrs – until Dec 6th.
Then 13.5 hrs/20hrs

7hrs after
6.12.2020

Y5 Poppy – Leah
Y2 Sophie - Nikisha
Y4Sumaiyyah- Trish
until 06.12
Y3 Aisha – Emma
(Haylie)
YR Harsha - Sarla

Y2 Bhavna – Sarla
Y2 Roshni – Nikisha
Y3 Toni – Emma
(Trish)
Yr3 Aisha – Emma
(Haylie)
YR Aakifah – Sarla
Rachel own time

Vanessa - 13hrs/20hrs until 06.12.20

7hrs

Liesl – 13hrs/14hrs
Rema

Sarla -20.5hrs/20hrs (2hr claim per
month)
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Additional claim extra
days
Tues, Weds, every other
Thurs

Monday, Weds
NA

Mon, Tues,
Thurs, Fri
Mon, Fri lunch pair with
Emma.
Mon, Tues,
Fri- lunch pair
with Haylie
Mon, Tues,
Thurs, Fri
until 06.12

Weds, Thurs, Fri .- after
06.12 reconsider

5. Lunchtimes and timings of the day
What
When
By whom

Nursery

Reception

Clear structured eating and playing times for children to support the RA and release teachers for 45 minutes.
This is reflected in teacher directed hours.
Reviewed at the next data point
EN/DH
Children
EAT
11:30-12:00
PLAY
12:00-12:30

Teacher Lunch
Lisa 11:30-12:00

Eat then Play
11:30 – 12:30
11:30 – 12:30

1 11:30 – 12:15
KW
2 11:30 – 12:15
PD
3 11:30 – 12:30

Play then Eat
11:30 – 12:30
11:30 – 12:30

Year 1

Eat at 12:30 and
play at 1

M – LH
Tu – Rema (or Emma)
11.30-12
W, Th, F - Ubha

4 11:30 – 12:15
JS
5 12:30-1:15
6 12:30-1:15
7 12:30-1:15
8 12:30-1:15

TA Lunch
Dawn
12:0012:30 (M,T,
W)
11:3012:00 (T,F)
12:1512:45
Kylie
Paula
Liesl
(Rema)
Joy

12-12.30
(Daxa)
5&6
TD in
classes
SL in hall
7&8
SF in
classes
SB in hall
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Outdoor Spaces

CCTA
LM 11:00-11:30
Or 11:30-12:00

Comments

Additional Hours

(alternating weekly)
1 – Front Grass (1212:30)
2 – EYFS playground
(12-12:30)

Rekha and
Omayyah
12:45-1:15

Ubha W,Th, F = 3
hours

Need Ubha in Rec
W, Th & F
Ubha 11:30-12:30

Respal
12:00-12:30

Daxa when not
covering 12-12: 30

Suraha
12:00-12:30

Ubha M&T is Class
7 12.00-1:15 = 2
hours 30

3 – Front Grass (11:3012)
4 – EYFS playground
(11:30-12)
5 – Y1 outdoor area
6 – Y1 playground by
back gate
7 – Outside Tausif’s
room
8 – Netball court

Year 2

Play at 12 and
eat at 12:30

11:30-12
Lois
(Sarla)

9 – half of netball court
10 – on y1 main
playground
11 – outside Bhavna’s
room
12 – half of netball
court

TA Lunch
11:30-12 AU

Year 4

17 HL/TC 12-1
18 Joti 12-12:45
19 Joti 12:45-1:30
20 HL/TC 12:45-1:30

11:30-12
Haylie/Trish

Year 5

23 (12-12:45)/21
(12:45-1:30) LH
(M,W,F) JT (T,Th)

11:30-12

24 (12-12:45)/22
(12:45-1:30) VM (M,T,
Th) JT (W,F)

12:45-1 register
and handwriting.

Priyanka 12-1:30
(additional 30 min
claim per day)
W,Th,Fri – Dawn
to be directed to
need
M/T if Sarla
covering then DH
to cover lunch.
Weds- Sarla to be
directed to need

Teacher Lunch
13 -12:45-1:30 AU
14 -12:45-1:30 SC
15 -12-12:45 AU
16 -12-12:45 SC

Year 3

Children
Play 12:45-1
Play 12:45-1
Play 12-12:15
Play 12-12:15

9 -12-1 - LH
10 -12-12:45 SL
Mon and
Tues/LM
W/Th/Fr
11 12-12:45
Priyanka
12 12.45-1.30
Priyanka

Outdoor Spaces
13- 1:10-1:30 outside yr3
classroom
14- 12:45-1:05 outside yr3
classroom
15-12-12:20 outside yr3
classroom
16- 12:25-12:45 outside yr3
classrooms
17 Basketball court 12-12:20
18 Playground 12:45-1:05
19 1:10-1:30 Basketball
court
20 1:10-1:30 Playground
21 12:45-1:05 Basketball
court
22 12:45-1:05 Playground
23 Muga 12:25-12:45
24 12:25-12:45 Basketball
court

Comments

Additional Hours

Mondays no Shailen- Joe

Joti 12-1:30
(additional 30 min
claim per day)

Joe to cover EM lunches
in her absence

Year 6

25 Monica 12:451:30. VM 1.30-1.45.
26 Monica 12-12:45

11:30-12

25 Muga 12-12:25
26 Muga 12:45-1:10

Monica 12-1:30
(additional 15 mins
claim per day)

Breaktime timings still stand. Classes with an 11.10 Junior breaktime can adjust timetables for 10.10 break if they would prefer.

6. Blended learning – an expectation in the classroom
What
When
By whom

Teachers to support children to build the skills/knowledge needed to access our remote learning offer should it
be required.
Following Recovery Curriculum

LEVER 2,3,4,5

EH

Platform Classroom Expectations
Class Dojo

Teams

Information
Technology

All Years
•
Teachers to be logged in and referring to throughout the day (behaviour points, school story page and updates, class story and portfolios)
•
Teachers to check/share Portfolio uploads with the whole class daily (homework, reading bingo challenges)
•
Teachers to share Class Story posts with the whole class daily (reflect on learning happening across year group)
•
Teachers to comment and approve Portfolio posts at least x2 a week (portfolios should be acknowledged and approved within three days of posting)
•
Teachers to ensure all parents have an active account (provide all new starters their code during 1st week)
•
Teachers to inform Phase Leader of any ‘hard to reach’ families and plan/support to be put in place
Year 1-2
•
Children to use Class Dojo to evidence their learning independently by self-scanning class QR code (replacing Seesaw this academic year)
•
Class QR code available throughout the day for children to self-scan.
Years 3-6
•
Year groups to book x2 caddies (x64 laptops) for 1 session a week. Children share 1 between 2 & take turns to log on
•
All staff to refer to online booking system when using laptops to allow teachers to plan ahead and ensure use is equal across year groups. Phase leaders to
monitor this.
•
Teachers to set biweekly Assignments and/or Quizzes on Microsoft Teams for children to complete using school laptops
•
Assignments: created on Word, PowerPoint, Excel or OneNote and shared with children via Teams
•
Quizzes: created on Microsoft Forms and shared via Teams. Used as form of AfL or way of collecting written, multiple choice or rating responses.
•
Teachers to give feedback to assignments and share analysis of quiz responses (if appropriate)
•
Teachers to setup Class Notebook and use as a collaborative space
All Years
•
Computing curriculum implemented, IT to be embedded across subjects (English, Maths & Sticky Curriculum)
•
Teachers to use IT strategic documents and plan lessons using the programmes/Apps for their year group (Word, PowerPoint, Excel and OneNote) (Applications
available on IPads)
•
All staff to refer to online booking system when using laptops to allow teachers to plan ahead and ensure use is equal across year groups. Phase leaders to
monitor this.
Years 1-2
•
Year groups to use online booking system to book laptops (x31 laptops) for minimum of 1 session every other week. Children share 1 between 2 & take turns to
log on
Years 3-6
•
Year groups to book x2 caddies (x64 laptops) for 1 session a week. Children share 1 between 2 & take turns to log on

7. Remote learning – a 2 tier approach to learning
What
When
By whom

For our remote learning offer to be in line and beyond of the legislation set out by Government. To ensure that
all staff are fully aware of their commitment to this offer when children are isolating or when a bubble pops.
In case of partial or whole-school closure
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This document outlines our contingency plans for remote education, should pupils need to access this due to needing to self-isolate in the event of a bubble or wholeschool closure. It is our intention during the Autumn Term to ensure pupils and families are equipped in order to easily transition into remote learning, should this become
necessary.
w/c 7th September
2020

•
•
•
•
•
•

A parent / guardian for each child will sign the Trust home user agreement in order
to have these in place prior to a bubble closure or whole school closure.
All teachers to group their classes into 5 remote learning groups that remain for the
same for English, Maths and Curriculum.
Phase leaders to have these electronically in the event that a bubble closes the office
can provide parents with the timetable and expectations as part of the
communication process.
All new children to be signed up to class Dojo and any parents who were
disconnected or did not connect supported to join.
Teachers to spend time demonstrating the use of Class Dojo and Microsoft Teams for
any children who are unsure. Where appropriate and possible, use of these
resources should be integrated into normal learning in school.
Vice Principals to identify any families who lack access to IT equipment and liaise
with TMET. Devices will be allocated as necessary ahead of time.

If an individual or family has to self-isolate:
Parents are advised that all travel to foreign countries is a risk at present, and that during any absence due to a quarantine imposed following such travel, we will expect
children to complete all work assigned by the school.
A pack will be created by the class teacher and will be ready for collection 48 hours after receiving notification that the family will be self-isolating. The work pack will
contain the following:
• A copy of the class novel
• 2 levelled reading books
• Handwriting practise materials
• Spellzoo booklets
• Maths work from Twinkl/White Rose
• Topic knowledge organisers
Tasks will also be set on Times Tables Rockstars. This pack should be collected within 24 hours of the school making parents aware that it is ready. It should be collected by
a friend or relative of the family who is not under government direction to self-isolate following a period of international travel.

Where it is possible, this work should be completed and uploaded to the child’s class Dojo page. Class teachers will review and comment on the child’s portfolio once per
week.
Parents are obliged to return all school items following the child’s return to school. These resources will be quarantined for 72 hours before being returned to class.

If a class or year group bubble has to self-isolate:
In the event of a bubble closure, teachers and children will revert to using class Dojo and Microsoft Teams.
• Class Dojo - Teachers (who are self-isolating) will set three challenges per day: a writing challenge, a maths challenge and one of the following: a PE, science, art,
RE, geography or history challenge. The afternoon challenge will be dependent on which topic is current in class. The curriculum subjects which are being covered
in school will continue wherever possible.
• The challenges set will be in-line with the curriculum that would be taught in school. Clear explanations will be given via Dojo text (so that it can be translated by
parents if necessary) and via video filmed by the teacher. Examples and modelling will be provided in order to make tasks explicitly clear to pupils and parents so
that children can be supported in the best way possible.
• For each task, teachers will run 5x small group coaching sessions via Teams with up to 6 children at a time each session will last 20 minutes. This is to ensure all
children, especially those with English as an Additional Language, receive tuition in a group with minimal interruption and maximum teacher time. NB this offer
could change if the teacher becomes unwell.
• Teachers will give live feedback on tasks via Teams during each session after each task in line with our daily home learning timetable.
• On a Friday afternoon a task will be set but there will be no session with the teacher, this will allow for teachers to phone all parents / guardians of children who
are not engaging. Non-engagement following this will be referred to the Vice Principal or Principal.
• A tracking grid for engagement and participation will be maintained, organised by the VP’s.
If the school has to close:
In the event of a whole-school closure, teachers and children will revert to using class Dojo and Microsoft Teams (following the approach detailed above).
In addition:
• Teachers, with the support of phase leaders, will generate rotas for when work is to be set and by whom.
• If we are required to make provision for Key Worker Vulnerable children, they will follow the same learning plan as they would do at home, using school iPads to
access Teams and Dojo. The adults in charge of this will support with uploading work to Dojo.
Expectations on staff if their bubble has to close:
(NB this may change if the teacher becomes unwell)
• At 8:30 each morning set 3 challenges on class dojo for their bubble along with a schedule for the day.
• Run daily sessions 8:45-10:30/ 10:45-12:30/ 1:15-300 on teams, lessons will follow those being done in school as far as is practicable.
• Provide live feedback within each session for all children.
• Keep a register as per the engagement spreadsheet used by all class teachers.
• At 3:10 every day log on to class dojo for shout outs for the day and reminders for the following day.
• On a Friday from 1:15-3:00 contact any parents whose children have not engaged with online learning, refer any concerns to Vice Principal.
• Email phase leader with an update for the week relating to learning, engagement.
• Attend staff meetings weekly via Zoom as per the usual meeting schedule
Expectations on parents:
• Log on to dojo each morning by 8:45 to view the challenges for the day, starting on the 1 st day of self-isolation.

•
•
•

Support your child to log on to teams each morning to access remote learning sessions.
View dojo shout outs at 3:10 each day.
Contact school if your child tests positive for COVID.

Provision for children in receipt of Free School Meals/ Pupil Premium/ identified by school as requiring further support:
Chrome Books:
School has access to 35 chrome books. In the event of a class bubble closing we
can identify those children who would need a device so that thye can access all of
the remote learning for their class.
These will be allocated, via a loaning library, based on need. They will be set up
and have all elements on them that the children need to access remote learning.
We can accommodate up to 3 bubbles closing.
School also has access to DfE 4G router through the trust which can be provided
for children who do not have access to the internet at home.

8. Possible scenarios relating to the COVID risk
What
When
By whom

Continuity of teaching and learning in a school setting, with a shielding teacher and in the case of a bubble or
whole school closure.
Ongoing
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Scenario

Content

Pedagogy

Assessment

Current scenario: The risk of
contracting COVID is lower now but
not eliminated

Face to face teaching for all children

Teaching focus on core skills and
timetables adapted

Vulnerability index scale used to identify need

Classes in bubbles of 30 where
possible
Social distancing not in place for
children but 2 metres kept to for staff
Other preventative measure such as
handwashing and enhanced cleaning to
stay in place

A class bubble has to close due to a
member of the class testing positive
and having close contact in the 48hrs
prior
A teacher has to shield but class
bubble does not have to close

Risk of contracting COVID is high due
to local area numbers (possible local
lockdown) or a second national spike
All children working at home – remote
learning
School would be closed to all children
apart from Vulnerable and key worker
children

Interventions and additional support by
TAs linked to specific classes – to keep in
bubbles – teachers to direct TAs with
interventions small groups support in class
for mornings and afternoon provision

October – wider themed
curriculum starts

Ongoing assessments through skills gap analysis and effective
marking identifies potential gaps in learning – this is addressed
through quality first teaching

Continue communication on Class
Dojo

Adapted marking / feedback expectations to all live marking as
no books to leave school site
Teachers to use identified gaps in the curriculum to teach and
assess on these points before moving to current year
curriculum coverage

If the teacher is well, the teacher will run the online learning. If the teacher is not
As per the remote learning
As per the remote learning
well, online learning will be led by the virtual teachers (SH,AG). If this is not
policy
policy
possible options of sharing cover and releasing teachers across the year group will
be explored.
If the teacher is well – the teacher will remote into the classroom and teach the
Marking would be completed by the TA/HLTA in the room- on
class supported by a TA that would ensure children’s needs are met in the room.
the spot marking. A sticker note would be made and stuck into
If the teacher is not well – the virtual intervention teacher (SH/AG) will step in and each book on the teachers return that teaching and learning
teach the class remotely – supported by the TA,
was done virtually.
The CS would cover the class supported by the VP.
All learning delivered remotely including a
4 Class Dojo challenges per day set as per Spring 2020 and TEAMs
Class Dojo facilitates
daily face to face session on TEAMs as
expectation as per remote learning policy
feedback from teachers to
established in July 2020
families – teachers to check
DSL/SEN weekly check ins re-established
this daily
Learning uploaded to Class Dojo and
monitored in virtual learning register as per
Use of video clips to support
Spring term 2020.
children at home – uploaded
through Class Dojo

9. Data point 1 – inputting data -EN
What
When
By whom

For teachers to assess pupils based on the impact of the recovery curriculum. For data to show pupils have
mastered learning and are ready to move forwards.
Data Point 1 data collection date 19/11/2020
EN - to follow 30/10/2020
Assessment fortnight is week beginning 9/11/2020 and 16/11/2020 with data input onto target tracker by 4pm
on 19/11/2020.
Assessment fortnight reading: benchmark all pupils reading PM books. Complete star tests and analyse
information held in Accelerated reader.
Assessment fortnight writing: review writing grids- pupils showing best fit of mastering previous year group
learning and any evidence of learning moving forward from current year group.
Assessment fortnight maths: review maths grids- pupils showing best fit of mastering previous year group
learning and any evidence of learning moving forward from current year group.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Week one- am

Week one pm

Week two- am

Week two pm

Reading sessions
for benchmarking

1 afternoon of new
topic

Reading sessions
for benchmarking

1 afternoon of new
topic

English/Maths to
continue but ensure
planning allows you
to gather the
information which
may be missing
from grids.

1 afternoon of PE as English/Maths to
per CURRENT
continue but ensure
curriculum
planning allows you
to gather the
information which
may be missing
2x afternoons off
from grids.
timetable for
benchmarking

Thursday
Friday

1 afternoon of PE as
per CURRENT
curriculum

2x afternoons off
timetable for
benchmarking

Data submitted
Friday afternoon as
normal.

Friday as normal

Friday afternoon as
normal

Moderation:
Will be carried out by Dan for Maths and Lauren for reading (juniors) and Amy for reading (infants).
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One children within ‘b’ will be selected and their work/reading compared to their grids and another child at b+
Target Tracker:
Data will then be input into Target Tracker based on the following:
On track for ARE= b+
On track for GD = w
Should be on track for ARE but impacted by COVID= b. (Discussion to be had with EN/DH about these children)
Should be on track for GD but impacted by COVID= b+ (Discussion to be had with EN/DH about these children)
SEND children continue with target tracker steps as appropriate evidenceing everything on Pupil passports.

Teachers with PPA in assessment fortnight second week will need to dial in to Dan (infants) or Ellie (juniors) to
discuss their class data and those children who are not on track for ARE/GD. The discussion will last 30 minutes
and will help us to understand where the needs are.
Pupil progress meetings will take place and ‘so whats’ planned for these children across the year group.

10. Moderation around data point 1- EN
What
When
By whom

LEVER 3,4
EN – to follow 30/10/2020

11. English beyond recovery - DRAFT
What
When
By whom
Agreed
priorities
English

Phonics

GAPs/Spelling

Reading

Handwriting
Speaking and
listening

Modelling of
writing
Planning of
English

Embedding English changes and priotising English within the curriculum
DP1-2
EN
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Rationale

When

Next steps/ PHASE 2

Children have not had access to quality
phonics sessions and may have been taught
incorrectly by family members. Vital skill
when developing basic early reading and
writing skills.
Important part of the writing process and
develops an understanding of the structure
and rules of words and sentences.
Contributes to the child’s vocabulary
development and understanding.
Children will have had
Weekly shared
limited exposure and
reading sessions
access to books. An
as per
important part of
timetable.
children’s early
Guided reading
education, setting
for each group
them up for their
at least once a
future learning.
week as per
timetable.
Handwriting expectations have lowered
during lockdown. Some children may not
have used a pencil regularly.

Daily for N,R, Y1 and 2

Year 1/2 to be reviewed after assessments – AFL phonics provision in continuous provision for
Year 2 to allow those that are ready to move on. Shared reading to be reviewed after
assessments- AFL will inform the text choice.

Many children will have spoken in their
home language and used limited English.
They may have had limited opportunities to
talk to others or may have had a lot of
exposure to different types of technology.

Weekly spelling lessons,
Move onto current year group spellings – year 4 onto year 4 Autumn term 1 etc. If a spelling
activities and tests as per
pattern is repeated and already covered this year, do skip it. Lauren will alert you to possible
timetable
‘skip’ patterns to allow you to complete the year programme of study.
Embedded grammar
/standalone session
Continue as it is our practice according to timetable and current systems for book safety. Teachers to ensure longer books, when
returned, are quarantined for 72 hours.
Infants - Both R4P and levelled books given on a Monday for the full week. If a child has not finished, they can retain their book
for 2 weeks or longer. The batch collected in are quarantined. Teacher has 2 boxes on rotation. Don’t take a book off a child that
isn’t finished
Teachers to use quiz reports etc to inform book selection for the children on the Friday. Book match will be accurate and move
children forward.
Reading for pleasure to continue as promoting a love of books – continuous provision adaptation for year 1- Amy to share this
with Year 1.
Daily handwriting sessions
Reduced handwriting sessions in upper year groups according to timetables. Teacher to have
for Y1 and 2 as per timetable high expectations of handwriting in all other books.
Throughout the day

Continue as good practice
R time will be completed 2 times a week in Years 2 to 6. One discreet and one in PSCHE.
Information about this will be given by the wellbeing leader.

Topic will continue to have a good model of speaking and listening.
Children have had limited exposure to a good model of writing. It is
N,R and Y1
Continue as it is providing AfL etc
possible that parents may have modelled incorrectly due to a lack of
as per
English skills. A teacher focussed lesson will allow for misconceptions to be
timetable
Shared writing to join the English cycle, making a model of 11 days+. Shared
addressed without asking children to do extra writing.
biweekly
writing will be linked with the novel.
Teachers to identify objectives from Autumn 1 that haven’t been taught, these need to be incorporated into Autumn 2 novel alongside that novels identified objectives. If you
have too many objectives – some of the novel 2 objectives will have to be carried over to novel 3 and so on. This needs to be reflected by amending the LT plan – highlighting
any objectives that have moved.
As you are completing the previous year at data point, curriculum coverage grids should now be highlighted completely. Where there are objectives not highlighted – these
should be evident on your ENGLISH long term plan.

12. Maths beyond recovery - DRAFT
What
When
By whom

Subject
Daily maths
lesson

Times Tables
Rockstars
(Y2-6)

Planning, teaching and assessment of maths
Post recovery curriculum
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DH
Planning
Number, place value and arithmetic –
Objectives to be taught from current year
group’s NC objective sheet and arithmetic
policy.
Other programmes of study (Fractions,
measurement etc.) – Plan and teach using
this year’s objectives as a starting point,
but be prepared to differentiate down as
children will have gaps in their learning.
Use both this year’s and last year’s
objective sheets to set learning objectives
that provide wider differentiation.
You can now follow the curriculum
mapping documents for each half-term.
All children should access TTRS at least
once during the week. During GR time or
continuous provision.

Recording
Y2-6 recording in books like usual – maximum of 3 pieces of
work in books per week. Y3-6 to use Kestrel FRP grids across
lessons. (Fluency, Reasoning, Problem Solving – the quadrant
grids).
Y1/2 to record work via ClassDojo as discussed.

Year 2 – Children focus on 2x 5x and 10x tables. Teachers to use
“Set tables” feature to differentiate where appropriate. Children
to focus on garage mode (personalised to them) to earn as many
coins as possible.
Year 3 – Teachers to use “Set tables” feature to differentiate. HA
children should be working on all times tables, and other groups
differentiated accordingly. Children to focus on garage mode
(personalised to them) to earn as many coins as possible.
Year 4 – Same as Year 3 but with a focus on introducing
“Soundcheck” in order to prepare children for the Y4
multiplication check.
Years 5 and 6 – The vast majority of children should have
mastered times tables up to 12x12. They should focus on the
Studio game mode in order to improve their recall speeds.

Marking and Assessment
As per marking policy.
As per normal procedures for DTP2 and
beyond.
All children must have a maths assessment
grid – they should be in the back of
children’s books in Y3-6. These are a
method of formative assessment, which
are to be updated on an ongoing basis to
inform future teaching and learning. They
should be individual for each child and act
as a record of what children have learned
– not what they have been taught.
NC objectives can be assessed through
looking at children’s statistics available on
the website. This shows which
multiplication facts children have learned
and their average speeds.

13. Curriculum beyond recovery - DRAFT
What

When

With all PPA lessons being planned and delivered by both teachers and HLTAs, teachers will need to ensure that
planning is ready for HLTAs to take over during PPA. TLR holders to ensure planning is ready for computing,
PHSE, music, French and PE.
Planning to be completed DP1

By whom

JH/SH/ZS
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Subject
Sticky
curriculum –
geography,
history, art,
DT.

Planning
Each year group to plan
The new topic will start on 9th
November with 1 topic session
per week during assessment
fortnight. See recovery
curriculum for your timetable this
week. Please spend some time
researching your topic before
trying to complete the
knowledge organiser.
Homework will go out on Friday
13th November about the new
topic.
During assessment week you will
have run out of discreet subject
learning for this term eg RE and
can use this time to complete
assessments.

Recording
Working walls
Class dojo – mixture of children uploading and teachers
Journals at end of each topic.
4 pages – knowledge organiser, Art or DT, Geography or History and answering the big
question using little questions/sticky words.
Children should be able to verbalise their learning to an adult.

Marking and Assessment
Pre- assessment to begin
Teachers to approve class dojo and address
misconceptions
Journaling session – teachers address
misconceptions and teaching points.
Post assessment to end

Science

Each year group to review
planning and change if needed

Each child to complete a mind map in their
science books at the start of every topic and
revisit it at the end of the topic in a different
colour to show new learning.
First page of floor book for new topic should be
a collection of questions from children about
the new topic.

RE

Teachers to plan from beginning
using new curriculum

Computing

Teachers to plan from beginning
using new curriculum- JH to plan
for Autumn 2, teachers to plan
after this.

Year 1 and 2 – class dojo - mixture of children uploading and teachers
Year 3 – 6 – 1 piece only in science book per topic to show independent learning.
Year 1 – 6 Floor books – Begin each page with the question for learning. Majority of work
showcased in class floor book using photos, diagrams, labels, children’s work, drawings –
floor book to be completed by all children across the topic (LA/MA/HA/SEND etc) Floor
book should show the progression of topic and knowledge. Floor book to feature Mr
Stretch challenge sometimes.
Children should be able to verbalise their learning to an adult.
Year 1 and 2 – Upload to class dojo. (Year 2 to decide when to start using books)
Back of Jigsaw journals – double page spread similar to journaling in sticky curriculum
answering the big question. In the double page children need to evidence Christianity,
Islam, Sikhism and Hinduism for every question.
Children should be able to verbalise their learning to an adult.
Microsoft office work needs to be saved in class folder on the P drive. For example – P
drive, Year 2, Class 10, Folder: Survival – Who’s responsibility is hunger? Document: (saved
as) Sophie Hart
Children should be able to verbalise their learning to an adult.

Teachers to review journals and to address
misconceptions.

n/a

Music
French

PHSE

PE

Music planning will be provided
to teachers for the first half term.
KS2 teachers will be provided
with planning for the first half
term
Claire to prepare PHSE planning
for Autumn 2

Abi will ensure that teachers
have all of the information they
need to plan their indoor
sessions.

n/a
Children should be able to verbalise their learning to an adult.
n/a
Children should be able to verbalise their learning to an adult.

Teacher addressing misconceptions throughout
lessons
Teacher addressing misconceptions throughout
lessons

Year 1 and 2 – Upload to class dojo. (Year 2 to decide when to start using books)
Year 3 – 6 – Jigsaw journals - double page spread similar to journaling in sticky curriculum
answering the big question
Children should be able to verbalise their learning to an adult.
n/a
Children should be able to verbalise their learning to an adult.

Teacher addressing misconceptions throughout
lessons

Teacher addressing misconceptions throughout
lessons

14. Physical and Mental wellbeing – a year long recovery - DRAFT
What
When
By whom

Physical well being: A focus on gaining physical fitness, stamina and re-strengthening muscle memory
Mental well-being: A focus on character, connections, coping, confidence and wellbeing
Academic Year 2020-2021
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Character
Character focus chosen in assembly.
Following week teachers praise and reward when particular skill is demonstrated.
All teachers to use all character muscle vocabulary in class from selection on display.
Connections
Continuation of RTime activities.Opportunities to make connections within bubbles.
Sharing of celebrations with families through online community events.
Coping
Mindfulness CPD for all staff with Jo Bradley and activities actioned in class.
Teachers given access to resources to support implementation.
Dedicated time within PSHE to use resources and focus on mental wellbeing
Discussion around impact in phases meeting, discussion points then brought back to SLT.
Confidence (self-efficacy and self belief)
Friday flair termly focus to have a self-efficacy (confidence) focus.
Teachers will be given prompts on how children can demonstrate self-efficacy in their area of study.
Chn to set targets: By the end of this 6 weeks I will… (self-confidence target) (believe/achieve)
Wellbeing
Teachers to carry out 2nd round of ImpactEd surveys between 26th Oct – 6th Nov
Digital leaders to impart knowledge around the diagnostic tools available
Teachers and school leaders to analyse school data, highlighting those most vulnerable and ensuring intervention strategies are in place

Fitness Friday
Daily Mile – Beginning of break
time

Online whole-school sporting
events
(Joe/Shailen once out of class)
Non-stop November

Fitness Friday. Live zoom session on a Friday by Miss Elliott for
whole school to be joining in (Joe Wicks style).
Training for a purpose. Children to be running the mile a day
consistently with their teacher in preparation for the Kestrel Mead
Marathon in summer term. Marathon grid to be ticked off each day
to encourage participation. Once a week, children to participate in
an extended run which aims at building up their stamina.
Children to participate in sports events. (Mainly online where
possible).

Ran by AE to encourage teachers and children’s physical fitness.
The whole school and teachers to participate in classrooms.
T to dedicate time to running the mile a day. AE to Send through
resources. T to post a picture of their class at the end of each
month with a completed mile a day tracker.

Non- stop November- 30 day challenge to increase stamina. – 4
exercises done every morning but the number of reps increases
every day until the end of the month.

AE to send the 30 day challenge to teachers. Teachers to
implement it within their classroom. Teachers to post a picture
once a week on dojo.

Organised by JT. On different occasions and different venues
throughout the year.

15. Strategic action plan for ‘lost learning’ in foundation subjects
What

When
By whom

Year group teachers (HLTAs to do this for PPA subjects) to highlight the objectives taught last year on subjects
LTPs. Subject champions to transfer this information to year group LTP, allowing teachers to incorporate missed
objectives into current year learning.
October-November

JH/SH/ZS/Subject Champions
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16. Timetables beyond DP1 - DRAFT
What
When
By whom

For the next stage of recovery curriculum to add depth and breadth to the learning of children. Exposing to a full
curriculum offer.
DP1-DP2
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Year 1 Daily Timetable 2020-21
8.50 – 9.10

9.10 – 9:30

9:15 – 11:05

R Time

English
/Class 5 PE
with Joe

Continuous
Provision/English
Class 5

Monday

8:20 –
8:50

11:0511:15

11:15 –
11:25

11.40 –
12.00

12.00 –
12.30

12.30 –
1.15

1.1
5–
1.2
5

1.25 – 2

2.00 – 2.30pm

2.20 – 2.35

2.45 - 3pm

Music

Computing

Story time

(RE next term)

Continous provision

Getting
ready for
home time

Maths
Phonics

Home time

Guided
Reading/
Writing

Phonics

Maths

Continuous Provision

Story time

Small Focussed Handwriting group

Getting
ready for
home time

Sticky Curriculum

Maths
Guided
Reading/
Writing

9-9.20am

Continuous
Provision/ English
Class 8
T/TA Objective led
Continuous
Provision
T/TA
Objective
led

Guided
reading/writing

Assembly

Maths

Continuous Provision
Sticky Curriculum
Small Focussed Handwriting group

Home time
Story time
Getting
ready for
home time
Home time

Phonics

Continuous Provision

Story time

Small Focussed Handwriting groups

Getting
ready for
home time

Science

Home time
Phonics
review

Maths

PSHE

T/TA Objective led
English/Cla
ss 8 PE
with Joe

Phonics

Register

Continuous
Provision/English
Class 7

Lunchtime in the hall
Outside Play

Guided
Reading/
Writing

Story time

English//Cl
ass 7 PE
with Joe

Tidy up time

T/TA Objective led

English

Friday

Continuous
Provision/ English
Class 6

Tidy up Time

English/Cla
ss 6 PE
with Joe

Register

Welcome children into setting/Register/ Calendar

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

T/TA Objective led

Vote for
school

Weekly awards

Friday Flair

Story time

Homewor
k
celebratio
n

Dojo review

2.15 – 2.45

Getting
ready for
home time

Singing

Review seesaw
Bookmarks

Home time

Year 2 Timetable
Morning session (8:45 – 12:15)

1.001.20

9:00-9:20
English

PHSE
9:00-9:20
English

F

8.45 – 9
Spelling test
9 – 9.20
Assembly

9:20-9:40
English

9:20-10:15
Continous
provision
Guided
Reading

K

11:30-12
Continous
provision/Phonics

Class 11/12
Sticky Curriculum
Continous provision

Class 11/12
Computing
Continous provision

U

Music/RE

Science
Continous provision

Votes for
schools/Story
time

A

10:3010:50
Maths

11:30-12
Continous
provision/Phonics

Class 9/10
Outdoor/Indoor PE

Votes for
schools/Sto
ry time

9:20-10:15
Continous
provision
Guided
Reading

E

10:3010:50
Maths

Class 9/10
Indoor/Outdoor PE

2.50-3

L
Handwriting

R

11:30-12
Continous
provision/Phonics

2:10 – 2:50

N

10:3010:50
Maths

11:30-12
Continous
provision/Phonics

C

10:3010:50
Maths

11:30-12
Continous
provision/Phonics

H

Class 11/12
Indoor/Outdoor PE

Class 11/12
Outdoor/Indoor PE

Class 9/10
Class 9/10
Sticky Curriculum
Computing
Continous provision
Continous provision
Sticky Curriculum
Continous provision

Votes for schools,
Newsletter, Singing,
Spelling introduction

Friday Flair
2:15-2:45

Votes for
schools/Story
time

PHSE

9:20-10:15
Continous
provision
Guided
Reading
9:20-10:15
Continous
provision
Guided
Reading

10:3010:50
Maths

Handwriting

Morning
motivation
and Spellzoo
Register
closes at
8:45

9:00-9:20
English

B

1:20 – 2:10

Votes for
schools/Story
time

Th

Shared
Reading

Continuous
provision
input
Continuous
provision

Handwriting

T

9:00-9:20
English

Handwriting

R Time

Handwriting

M

W

Afternoon session (1:15 – 3:00)

Votes for
schools/Story
time

Open
(8:20)

Year 3 timetables

Y6
25

8:408:50

M

W

Spell Zoo
8:50-9:10

Morning Motivation
Register closes at 8:50

T

T

T
F

Guided reading
x1/RfP
9:50-10:10
Handwritin
g

Guided reading
X2
10:25-11:05

English
9:15- 10:10

English
9:10-10:10

E

A
English 8:50-9:50
FF
9:159:25

Maths main
lesson
9:25-10:10

K

Maths
11:05-12:00

Guided reading
x 2 10:25-11:05
Maths
CnT/NWC
10:25-10:40

Maths
11:05-12:00

RfP
10:4011

English
11-12

English
9:15- 10:10

Guided reading
x1/RfP
9:50-10:10
Handwritin
g
Assembly
8:559:15

English
9:10-10:10

E
A

English 8:50-9:50
FF
9:159:25

Maths main
lesson
9:25-10:10

K

R time
12:00-12:20
RfP 12:2012:45
RfP
12:00-12:25

Maths
10:25- 11:25

Votes for
school

Guided reading
x 2 10:25-11:05

Maths
11:05-12:00

Maths
CnT/NWC
10:25-10:40

RfP
10:4011

English
11-12

3pm3:20
Discrete subjects- Computing/ RE/ Music/
French

1:30-2:15
2:15-3pm
Outdoor PE with
PSHE/
Joe
RSE
PSHE/
Outdoor PE with
RSE
Joe
Sticky Curriculum

Votes
for
school

Votes
for
school

Sticky Curriculum

Votes for
school
RfP
V4S
Newsletter

C

H

12:45- 1:30
R time
12:45-1:10

1:30-2:10 P.E –
Teacher led

Spelling test
Friday flair

Afternoon session 1:30-3pm

3pm3:20
Discrete subjects- Computing/ RE/ Music/
French

RfP 1:10- 1:30
U

Maths
11:05-12:00

Afternoon session 1:30-3pm

N

RfP

Maths
11:00-12:00

Guided reading
X2
10:25-11:05

L

U

1212:45
L

R
Grammar
8:50-9:15

12:451:30

Handwriting
12:25-12:45
Science
11:45-12:45

Maths
10:25 - 11:25

Morning session 8:50-12:15pm
Break 10:10-10:25
B
English
Shared read
9:10-10:10
10:25- 10:50

Spell Zoo
8:50-9:10

Morning Motivation
Register closes at 8:50

W

Grammar
8:50-9:15

8:408:50

M

T

R

Assembly
8:559:15

F

Y6
26

Morning session 8:50-12:15pm
Break 10:10-10:25
B
English
Shared read
Maths
9:10-10:10
10:25- 10:50
11:00-12:00

N
C

H

RfP
12:45-1:10
Handwriting
1:10-2:30
Science
12:45-1:45
RfP
Votes for
school
12:45-1:25
P.E – Teacher
led

1:30-2:15
2:15-3pm
Outdoor PE with
PSHE/
Joe
RSE
PSHE/
Outdoor PE with
RSE
Joe
Sticky Curriculum

Votes
for
school

Sticky Curriculum

Spelling test

RfP
V4S
Newsletter

Friday flair

Termly timetable for discrete subjects
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

Reception
Year 1

RE

Music
Computer science

RE
PHSE

Music
Computer science

RE
PHSE

Music
Computer science

Year 2

RE

RE

RE

Music
Computer science
Computer science

RE

Year 3

Music
Computer science
Computer science

RE
French

Music
Computer science
Music
Computer science

RE
French
RE
French
RE
French

Music
Computer science
Music
Computer science
Music
Computer science

(Music covered by
teacher coming in)

Year 4

RE

Year 5

RE

Year 6

RE

Music
Computer science
Music
Computer science
Music
Computer science

RE
French
RE
French
RE
French
RE
French

Music
Computer science
Music
Computer science
Music
Computer science

Each half term, the subjects taught in the discrete subject afternoon slot will rotate according to the timetable above. If there is one subject,
this will be taught all afternoon for that half term, if there are two subjects, these will be taught for half an afternoon each.

PE Timetables
Infant Hall - Teacher led PE
8:50-9:50

10:00-11:00

Afternoon

Mon

Reception

Year 2

Tue

Reception

Year 2

Wed

Nursery

Year 2

Thu

Reception

Year 2

Fri

Reception

Junior Hall - Teacher led PE
8:50-11:00

Afternoon

Mon

Year 4 (19/20)

Year 3

Tue

Year 5 (23/24)

Year 5 (21/22)

Wed

MUSIC

Year 4 (17/18)

Thu

Year 3

Fri

Year 6

Joe’s PE Timetable – outdoor PE
8:50-9:50

10:10-11:00

Mon

Year 1 (indoor)

Year 3

Tue

Year 1 (indoor)

Year 3

Wed

Year 1 (indoor)

Year 5 (21/22) +teachers supporting leading

Thu

Year 1 (indoor)

Year 3

Fri

Planning and lesson prep time.
Mentor time with apprentice.

Year 3

Joe T – INFANT Start 8:45-9.50, START JUNIOR 10.10- own lunch from 11.30-12. Cover lunch 12-1.30. PE 1.30-3

11:0011:30
Supporting
Y3/4
maths and
outdoor
lunch play
directed
by Lauren
(Y5 PE
Weds)

Afternoon
Year 5 (23/24)
Year 6 (25/26)
Year 4 (19/20)
Year 4 (17/18)
Golden Time and Y5/6 intervention/support
directed by Jo

Shailen – Same as Joe (in college on Mondays)

16. Staffing bubbles after half term
What
When
By whom

A staffing bubble model that provides maximin safety and maximum support to maximise learning
Between DP1 and DP2
ZS

LEVER 3,4,5

Booster teacher RT from (16.11) and virtual intervention teacher SH (from 06.12) timetables to follow
Nursery

Teacher

Reception – 95 children
3 bubbles

Lisa

Support

Emma + Harsha

Dawn
CC-Lorrain

Liesl
Joy
CC-Rekha

Aakifah
Paula
CC-Omayya

Year 1- 98 children
4 bubbles

Abi

Year 2 – 104 children
4 bubbles

Alisha

Tausif

Kylie

Daxa cover + interventions – AG create timetable
Stefanie
New TA
Trupti
Sabiya
CC-Suraha
CC-Respal

Jalpa

Saffron

Amy

Sophie

Roshni

(Rema cover)

Breakfast Club

N/A

7:20 until start of day, Key Worker children only (priority given to those already attending as KW chn) , 8 children max

Drop off

8:20-8:30
Nursery
entrance
N/A

8:20-8:30
Class 1 – front EYFS garden area, Class 2 – class door, Class
3 – EYFS playground door, Class 4 – Library door
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Outdoor daily
mile/ physical
activity- led by
teacher
Pick up

Bhavna

Sarla cover + interventions – AG create timetable
Lois
Dawn (Weds
New TA
Lorrain
PM/Th/Fri)
(Weds PM/Th/Fr)

8:20-8:30
Classroom doors
N/A

8:30-8:40
Classroom doors

N/A

N/A

N/A

10:00 – 10:15

10:00 – 10:15

Netball

Playground

10:20 –
10:35

10:20 – 10:35
Playground

Netball
2:50-3:00

3:00-3:10

2:50-3:00
Year 3
4 bubbles

Teacher

Toni

Aisha

Jem

Year 4
4 bubbles

Louise

Lauren

Adam

Jade

Support and
interventions

Emma – cover and interventions (LB
completing timetable and reminding about
RA)
Anj- SEN (NR completing timetable and RA)

Breakfast Club
Drop off

7:30 until start of day,
8:40-8:50
Drop off to classroom doors
10:3010:3010:5010:45
10:45
11:05

Pick up

Outside
classroo
m
3:10-3:20

Outside
classroo
m

Outside
classroo
m

Year 5
4 bubbles

Sumaiyy
ah (KN and

Tom

Amanda

Poppy

Year 61 bubble

Glesni

Trish - cover and
Haylie - cover and
Leah - cover and interventions (JH
interventions (LB
interventions (LB
completing timetable and reminding about
completing
completing timetable RA)
timetable and
and reminding about
Nathan- SEN (NR completing timetable and
reminding about
RA)
RA)
RA)
Key Worker children only (priority given to those already attending as KW chn)
12 children max
8:50-9:00
8:40-8:50
Drop off to classroom doors
Drop off at bottom of stairs
10:5010:3010:5011:1011:1010:3010:3010:5010:5011:05
10:45
11:05
11:25
11:25
10:45
10:45
11:05
11:05
Outside
classroom

Basketb
all side
3:20-3:30

Football
side

Outside
classroo
m

Outside
classroo
m

Priya

Jo

Natalie AM groups

Claire Mon/Tues/Weds cover and
interventions until 06.12.20

CI from
06.12)

DP1-DP2 ‘booster teacher’ (Rachel) on 2
weekly time table

Outdoor daily
mile/ physical
activity- led by
teacher

3:00-3:10

MUGA
1st half
3:10-3:20

MUGA
2nd half

MUGA 1st
half

MUGA 2nd
half

Vanessa - cover and interventions (JH completing
timetable and reminding about RA)

8:50-9:00
Drop off at bottom of stairs
10:10-10:25
10:1010:25
MUGA half
MUGA Half

3:20-3:30

10:10-10:25
Playground

